What’s Included - Deep Cleaning Checklist
Bedrooms/ Family/Living Room/
Bonus Room
Dusting/wiping all the surfaces
Dusting wall art and pictures, TV, lamps, shelves,
night and glass tables, etc.

Bathrooms
Sanitizing and cleaning of toilets, base, behind
the toilet
Cleaning of tub, shower, shower doors, sinks
Wipe/dust blinds and window sills

Dusting/wiping furniture, vacuum fabric furniture

Dusting light ﬁxtures

Wipe/dust blinds and window sills

Washing of mirrors, countertops

Dusting light ﬁxtures/fans (if reachable)

Chrome ﬁxtures cleaned and shined

Wiping down light switch covers

Wiping down exterior of cabinets

Dusting of doors, trims, sanitizing door handles

Washing/dusting of the baseboards

Washing/dusting of the baseboards

Wiping down light switch covers

Making beds, light organizing

Dusting doors, wiping down door handles

Spot cleaning of walls and wiping marks oﬀ the
interior windows

Spot cleaning of walls

Vacuuming (vacuuming under the bed is

Mopping ﬂoors

included if accessible)

Take out garbage, replace bags

Vacuuming

Mopping ﬂoors
Take out garbage, replace bags

Kitchen

Laundry Room / Mud Room
Washer/dryer wiped on top and front side
Dusting of any other surfaces, shelves

Sanitizing/wiping of all the surfaces including the
backsplash

Cleaning and polishing of sink

Wiping kitchen table/chairs/bar stools

Floors, area rugs vacuumed

Wipe/dust blinds and window sills

Floors mopped

Wiping the kitchen island

Take out garbage, replace bag

Shoes organized

Exterior cleaning of cabinets
Exterior cleaning and polishing of fridge, stove,
dishwasher
Interior and exterior cleaning of microwave
Small appliances wiped down
Cleaning/sanitizing of kitchen sink, faucet
Wiping/dusting blinds
Washing of the baseboards
Spot cleaning of walls and wiping marks oﬀ the
interior windows

Additional Services
(Extra charges will apply)
Pets
Inside fridge
Inside oven
Changing bed linens (clean sheets left)
Laundry (washed, dried, folded)
Cleaning inside the garbage containers

Wiping down light switch covers

Cleaning interior windows

Cleaning the ﬂoor inside the pantry

Sweeping balcony/patio

Vacuuming
Mopping ﬂoors
Take out garbage, replace bag

403-922-4515
info@citruscleaning.ca

